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When you are new to the world, you
must be a gate that leads to your

destiny. “Lucis” is a YEOLLEB where
you can dream and play games at
the same time, In Lucis Adventure,
You can dream and play games at

the same time. In this world,
YEOLLEB, Lucis, the strongest one is

You. Everyone has extraordinary
powers. Become stronger and

stronger. More battle, more fun!
How much useless info does a plain
old wiki give away on your page?
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The Wiki for this product is generally
well written. You can enter creative
text here, more so if you're using

this as a product to market yourself.
The more you add the better your
chance of people finding out about

you. You can enter creative text
here, more so if you're using this as
a product to market yourself. The

more you add the better your
chance of people finding out about
you. (optional) Add Rating Please

enter a rating, other than 0, to
demonstrate what you like about
this product (Beauty, style, price,

etc) About It includes Creative
(Writing) by Anonymous TAGS ONE-

OFF ARTWORK INSERT-EXTRA-
IMAGE-FIELDS head Information

GAMEPLAY-DESCRIPTION GAMEPLAY-
PLOT If you click on an image, you

can always change the image
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displayed. Description Short
description of the game Tags Useful

key-tags for easier searching in
forums and fansites Insert-one-extra-

image Title Longer-description
Image Place the image here Review

text The review text is optional.
Simply place it here for your

signature. Scene file When changing
scene, you can either choose a new

one or upload a new scene. The
scene file will only be uploaded if
you've chosen "new scene" If you

upload a scene file, you will be able
to change the scene in the game at
any time After you've chose a scene

file, you'll see the a box with the
scene file and a key.

Gameplayedefinition (refer to this
key for any major questions) ? New

game definition (refer to
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Features Key:
Dragons, magic, dwarves, rogues, dragons, horses and much more!

Collect treasure, cakes, and bags of gold!
Attack vampire and monsters in a world rich with magical secrets!

Surf the rift, climb the spider web, and travel to the depths of the forest!
This game might just change your life for the better!
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